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REMARKS 

Claims 20-21,23-28,32-35 and 37-41 are withdrawn from consideration. Claims 1,4-9 and 

29-31 are amended. Claims 3,36 and 42 have been cancelled. Claims 1-2,4-35 and 37-41 are 

pending. 

Please cancel claims 3, 36 and 42. 

Claims 1,4-7 and 29-31 have been amended to clarify the chemical formula of the catalyst 

compositions of the present invention, consistent with the original claims. In these claims, the 

formula {RA}("){QR1k}(+) has been amended to {R(A)„}<-n){QR'k
(+)}n. Similar amendments are 

made to the specification. Support for these amendments can be found at, e.g., the following 

locations in the original specification. 

LOCATION DESCRIPTION 

Page 9, line 29- 

Page 10 line 

Useful anions include multi-carboxylates, multi-sulfates, multi-sulfonates, 

e.g., «OOC-(CH2)n-COO», <->OOC-(CH2VOS03
(), PtHCCH^p-COO^ 

(i.e., n - 0 to 10, p and q = 1 to 4) 

Page 10, lines 23-24 "When multifunctional acids are used, the mono-, bis-, and multi-complexes 

with QR'k can be used." (emphasis added) 

Original claim 5 Describing species such as: 
(">OOC-(CX2)n-COO("> wherein n is 0 to 10 and X is H, F, or CI; and 

Ph-tfCHiVCOO^q wherein p and q are independently 1 to 4 

Original claims 6 

and 7 

Describing species wherein n (see claim 1) = 2; i.e., 

^O^Ph-Gy-Ph-O^ (claim 5); and 
(-)0-Ph-C(CX3)2-Ph-0(') (claim 6) 

Original claim 29 Describing species where n - 1 or 2. 

Claim 1 has also been amended to correct a misstatement with respect to the relationship of 

k to the valence of Q. It is inherent in the nature of Q that in order for {QR'k} to have a positive 

charge as illustrated in Formula (1), k must be equal to one greater than the valence of Q. Thus, 
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support for this amendment is found in Formula (I) as filed and in the original claims. Claims 5,29 

and 30 are also amended to provide an alternative expression for a formula recited therein. 

Claims 8 and 9 are both amended to include the Examiner's preferred form for reciting the 

Markush groups of those claims and to indicate that the recited materials correspond to precursors 

ofQR'k- 

Election of Species Requirement 

Applicants confinn their election to prosecute the species of the invention of Group I. 

Applicants note that this election was made with traverse, and respectfully reiterate their position 

that me search required for all species encompassed by Groups I-VI would not impose an undue 

burden on the Patent Office, relative to the search required for Group I alone. 

§ 112 Rejections 

The Examiner has rejected claims 1-19,22,29-31 and 42 under 35 USC § 112 as 

purportedly being broader than one of ordinary skill in the art is enabled from the disclosure to 

practice the invention. 

This rejection is based upon an unsupported assertion that "use of catalytic entities for 

compositions is notoriously unpredictable." Applicants submit that this broad, unsupported 

assertion is not a proper ground for this rejection. Applicants further submit that nothing on this 

record shows any unpredictability. Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner provide any 

specific information that might support the Examiner's position, including, if appropriate, an 

affidavit as required by 37 CFR §1 104(d)(2). 

The Applicants observe that the specification need not contain any examples if the 

invention is otherwise disclosed in such a manner that one skilled in the art will be able to 

practice it without undue experimentation. MPEP 2164.02, In re Borkowski, 422 F.2d 904, 908 

(CCPA 1970). 

In the present application, the Applicants have gone far beyond the bare requirements of 

enablement to provide no less than seven specific working examples at Example 1, page 22 lines 

17 to 22; Example 7, page 23 line 27 to page 24 line 2; Example 9, page 24 lines 11 to 15; 
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Example 11. page 24 It. 26 to 30; Example 12, page 25 li«s 10 to 12; Example 14, page 26 

lines 24 to 28; and Example 15, page 27 Una 10 to 13. 

He Patent Office states that "use of catalytic entities for compositions B notonously 

of rational development Rate, Applicants snbmi. to. one of ordinary skilllnthe art,« 

impositions, may reamly identify species of use*.. caUlySB through roudne expenm^tauon 

,n further illusion of the full enablement shorvn in the present anphcatton, Appbcants 

six species and the, e,uiva,en«s. mee of those six species are exempted in Examples L7- 
„ Claim3, claimSaca.a1yrtmngama,encompaSseSfon,5pecieSand,hetreqmva1enB.0„ of 

tbose four species is exemplified in Example 15. Titus, Applicants have more man suffice*,, 

taught anyone skilled in the art hou, to make and how to use mis invenuon. 

to Ugh. of the Applicants' teachings in to specificadon and to numerous worktng 

examples provided in to p^sen. applicadon, to Applicants respecffidly submit dtat the Ml 

ZZ*I—i.—- - *— —35 usc 5112 shouW be 

Rlftl(hV103(a) Rejections 
5-^atv^ and 29-3, stand reject under 35 US.C. ,02(h) as purport^ 

mrticipated hy or, in to alternative, under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) . obvious over ^ ^ 

Patent 5,728,773) [he.inai.er «ng, or; Eukushi (U.S. Paten, 5.451,625) [hereutnfterFukuaht, or, 

Gucrra et al. (U.S. Patent 5,384,374) [heteinafter Guerre1. lmon,asset 

According . to MPEP, "[a] elate, is anticipated o^lvjfeacjiand^       as set 

fort, in to claim is found, either expressly or mherendy described, 1"**™^ 

See MPEP 2,3. (..noting - v. * « Co. 

^7) (emphasis added). Furthermore,»[.]« esreblish. prima face case of obvousness, 

Lnoes themaewes or in to kno«,edge generaUy avaUab.c to one of ordmary 3k,,. m to art, 
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expectation of success. Finally, the prior art reference (or references when combined) mjjsiteach 

arsugggstaUttie^ Imitations." SeeMPEP2143 (emphasisadded). 

The Patent Office asserted that each of the patents cited teaches the use of 

fluoroelastomer compositions containing components which, when mixed together and reacted, 

would give the reactants required by the Applicants' claimed compositions. The Patent Office 

further asserted that each of the cited references stipulates that their compositions contam 

components which, in situ, would give the Applicants' claimed catalyst. 

Applicants submit that, in one aspect, the invention of amended claim 1 is dieted 

toward acomposition comprising, amongst other materials, a fluoropolymer « 

toolymc^^ a 

composition that includes a compound having me general formula «>■ or the 

precursors thereof added separately or as a mixture. (Emphasis added). 

Rejection over Jing '773 
The Patent Office has not met its burden of showing that Jing teaches, suggest* o. 

describes ail of *e elements of amended claim 1. In particular, the Paten, Office has no, shown 

whom Jing caches, suggest or describes a composition comprising a fluoropolymer compnsmg 

imerpolymenzed units derived torn a nihogen-comaining cum si,e monomer. Jing menbons only 

bromine-con^ining cure sue monomers may be used. (See. e.g., col. 4, lines 4-7). For a, 

nor a prima ftcie case of ob«ousneSs over Jing. Thus, me rejection of clmm 1 under 35 U.S.C. § 

102(b) and § 103(a) wi,h respec, ,0 Jing (US 5,723,773) is unwarranted and should be 

withdrawn. 
Claims 2 4-19,22 and 29-31 each depend from claim 1 and add patentable features 

thereto. Claim 1 is patentable for at least the reasons stated above. Thus, claims 2, 4-19,22 and 

29.31areUkewiSePatentable i 2 4 19 22 and29-31 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and 
In summary, the rejection of claims 1 -2,4-19, u. ana & 

S 103(a) with respect to Jing (US 5,728,773) is unwanted and should be withdrawn. 
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Rejection over Fukushi 

The Patent Office has not met its burden of showing that Fukushi teaches, suggests or 

describes all of the elements of amended claim 1. In particular, the Patent Office has not shown 

where Fukushi teaches, suggests or describes a composition comprising a fluoropolymer 

comprising interpolymerized units derived from a nitrogen-containing cure site monomer. 

Fukushi mentions only the use of "conventional fluoroelastomers such as vinylidene fluoride- 

hexafluoropropene copolymers, vinylidene fluoride-hexafluoropropene-tetrafluoroethylene 

terpolymers, tetrafluoroethylene-propylene copolymers" (see col. 2, Hues 15-20) and specifically 

FLUOREL™ fluoroelastomer FC-2145 (see column 6, Table 1, footnote 1). 

For at least these reasons, the Patent Office has not met its burden of establishing 

anticipation by Fukushi, nor a prima facie case of obviousness over Fukushi. Thus, the rejection of 

claim 1 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and § 103(a) with respect to Fukushi (US 5,451,625) is 

unwarranted and should be withdrawn. 

Claims 2,4-19, 22 and 29-31 each depend from claim 1 and add patentable features 

thereto. Claim 1 is patentable for at least the reasons stated above. Thus, claims 2,4-19,22 and 

29-31 are likewise patentable. 

In summary, the rejection of claims 1-2,4-19,22 and 29-31 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and 

§ 103(a) with respect to Fukushi (US 5,451,625) is unwarranted and should be withdrawn. 

Rejection over Guerra 

The Patent Office has not met its burden of showing that Guerra teaches, suggests or 

describes all of the elements of amended claim 1. In particular, the Patent Office has not shown 

where Guerra teaches, suggests or describes a composition comprising a fluoropolymer 

comprising interpolymerized units derived from a nitrogen-containing cure site monomer. Guerra 

mentions only a fluorocarbon elastomer gum, such as vinylidene fluoride and hexafluoropropene. 

(See, e.g., col. 3, lines 26-29; see also column 7, lines 11-59 and the Table at column 9 

lines 45-53) 
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For at least these reasons, the Patent Office has not met its burden of establishing 

anticipation by Guerra. nor a prima facie case of obviousness over Guerra. Thus, the rejection of 

claim 1 under 35 US.C § 102(b) and § 103(a) with respect to Guerra (US 5,384,374) is 

unwarranted and should be withdrawn. 

Claims 2,4-19,22 and 29-31 each depend from claim 1 and add patentable features 

thereto. Claim 1 is patentable for at least the reasons stated above. Thus, claims 2,4-19,22 and 

29-3 i are likewise patentable. 

in summary, the rejection of claims 1-2,4-19,22 and 29-31 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and 

§ 103(a) with respect to Guerra (US 5,384,374) is unwarranted and should be withdrawn. 

Conclusion      Reaues* for Rejoinder 

In view of the above, it is submitted that the application is in condition for allowance. 

Reconsideration of the application is respectfully requested. 

Allowance of claims 1-2,4-19,22 and 29-31 as amended, at an early date is solicited. 

In addition, Applicants respectftilly request rejoinder and allowance of the followmg 

composition claims of: 

Group II:      claim 16 (fluoropolymer containing filler) and 23, 

Group III:     claim 20 and 21, and 

Group IV;     claim 24-28 . 

Each of these claims depends from claim 1 and adds patentable features thereto. Chum 

is patentable for at least the reasons discussed above, thus these claims are likewise patentable. 

Furthermore, Applicants respectfully request rejoinder and allowance of the process 

claims of: 

Group V:      claims 32-35 and 40-41; and 

Group VI:     claims 37-39. 

Applicants respectfully submit that independent process claims 32 and 37 have been 

discussed above. Thus the process of claims of Groups V and VI also should be allowable. 
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: of claims 1-2,4-35 and 37-41, as amended at an early date is 
In summary, allowance- 

solicited. 

Respectfully submitted, 

w. 15.2004. 

Date 
jean M. Harts, Reg. No.: 47,634 
Telephone No.: (651)737-2325 

Office of Intellectual Property Counsel 
3M Innovative Properties Company 
Facsimile No.: 651-736-3833 
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